**SUP-951: Doctoral Seminar in the Economics of Health and Medical Care**

Professor Amitabh Chandra (Amitabh_Chandra@Harvard.EDU)
Spring 2011
Credit: 1.0

Focuses on theory, econometric models, and public policy of health care. Frontier work in health economics will be presented and discussed by instructors and outside speakers. Topics covered will include public and private investments in health, hospital, and physician models, markets and competition in health care, and regulation and financing of hospital services. The course is required for second year doctoral students in the PhD in Health Policy (Economics Track). Because the material presented changes every year, more advanced students and those from elsewhere at Harvard are encouraged to attend the seminar.

*Note: Permission of the instructor required for nondoctoral students. Also offered by the Economics Department as Ec 2460 and by the School of Public Health as HPM296. (Also offered at Boston University.) Meeting location moves to the HKS on March 31. This course was previously offered as HCP-581.*

**Boston University Location: Department of Economics, 270 Bay State Road, Room 315**
23-Feb BU Emilia Simeonova, Tufts
2-Mar BU Ken Chay, Brown
9-Mar BU Anna Aizer, Brown

**16-Mar Spring Break**

**HSPH Location: TBA**
23-Mar HSPH Mark Duggan
30-Mar HSPH Nick Bloom, Stanford
6-Apr HSPH Christian Pop-Eleches, Columbia

**Harvard Location: Harvard Kennedy School, Taubman Building, Room 301**
13-Apr KSG Erin Johnson, MIT
20-Apr KSG Heidi Williams, MIT
27-Apr KSG Seema Jayachandran, Stanford